
WRITE ABOUT THE CLASSICAL DANCES OF INDIA

India has thousands of year old tradition of fine arts and classical and folk music and dances. Some of the world-famous
dance forms that originated and evolved .

Bharatnatyam Natya Shastra emphasizes that performing arts is not meant for entertainment only. Today, there
are mainly three families or household of Kathak which are Lucknow family, Jaipur family, Banaras family.
Detailed makeup was done for specific identities of different characters. Most classical Kathak dances depict
the love stories of Radha-Krishna and the spring of their life. Kathak is a very ritual and pure Indian classical
dance style, in which full attention to rhythm. Men usually wear a dhoti covering the lower body and no upper
garment. Like many other classical dance forms, Sattriya is also a tale recitation using performance art. It
traces its origins back to the Natyashastra, an ancient treatise on theatre written by the mythic priest Bharata.
Repertoire And Sequence Of Mohiniattam: Conventionally a solo dance performed by female artists, it emotes
a playthrough dancing and singing where the song is customarily in Manipravala which is a mix of Sanskrit
and Malayalam language and the recitation may be either performed self by the dancer or by a vocalist with
the music style being Carnatic. This dance-drama may have costumes as per the character. The sequence
Managalacharan Worshipping Lord Jagannath or other gods, goddesses. The movements include intricate
footwork accented by bells worn around the ankles and stylized gestures adapted from normal body language.
India presents many different styles of classical dance, each of which relates to different parts of the country.
The attractive make-up,detailed gestures and elaborate costumes of the characters along with body movements
with playback music are best experience to watch. Indian classical dance still operated by codifying beauty
theories mentioned in the Natya Shastra. Gotipua Performed by Boys. A bun or long plaits with garland looks
beautiful. From these different meanings, the position of the hand or action will be different. The singing style
of Kathakali music has developed in a specific manner, whose speed is very slow. This makes the dance form
extremely unique. Ashtapadisâ€”Dashavtar, Ardhanari etc. Kuchipudi is the most popular traditional dance
form in South India performed with violin, flute and the tambura instruments and the characters first
introduces them self by the dharavu. Sattriya: One excellent characteristic of this dance that stands out is the
dress and the ensemble cast, which looks like the integration of different colors which all join together and
embrace each other and create a unique and distinctive style which made of Assamese Demonstrates grandeur
and cultural heritage. Kings and heroes wear green make-up, villains wear green makeup with red marks on
face, wear angry or evil characters red make-up, and a flowing red beard, hunter, and other forest people wear
black makeup, while women and penance face has seen with yellow makeup. It was not commonly seen on the
public stage until the 20th century. It is one of the leading dances among the various styles of Indian classical
dances. Manipuri: Manipuri dance was born in the state of Manipur in the north-eastern part of India. The
main feature of Kathakali is various activities of facial muscles. For example, the flag Pataka stance of a hand,
in which all the fingers can move forward, combined with the folded thumb, the heat, rain, the crowd, the
night, the forest, the horse or the blowing of the birds can show. Tikka forehead ornament , Allaka headpiece
on which the tikka hangs , Earrings mostly peacock shaped with Jhumka pendant , bangles, Necklace are main
jewellery and ornaments. The dance form originated in Andhra Pradesh and tells mythological tales like other
classical dance forms in India. It is characterized by graceful, swaying movements, and because of the unique
costume, it almost looks like dolls performing on stage. Shabdam is a solo play or solo part of the
performance, which may be a set of a poem, verse or prose in Kuchipudi. The themes generally relate to the
Hindu gods and goddesses. Padam constitutes conveying the emotion, figurative, and spiritual part of the play.
Dancers of this dance keep their feet on the ground with tenderness and softness. Odissi odissi danceDancer
performing Indian classical odissi dance. The content of Sattriya dance is usually based primarily on the
stories of Krishna-Radha relations, or sometimes on the stories of Ram-Sita. Mohiniattam includes Nritta pure
solo dance , and Nritya expressive solo dance. Are quite famous. The female characters wear their hair in a
knot on the top of the forehead veiled with an ornamented scarf falling over red jackets coupled with a white
sari covering the lower half of the body. The name comes from a mythical character Mohiniâ€”an
enchantressâ€”who is an incarnation of Lord Vishnu. It is hard to say when the rise of dance came. In
Bharatnatyam, there is no side Pallu but in Kuchipudi separate pallu is stitched seen on the left side. Indian
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Classical Dance Bharatanatyam: Bharatanatyam is a combination of emotions, music, rhythm, and
expressions.


